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ABSTRACT 

 

Verification of microprocessors is a vital phase in their development. It takes majority of 

time and cost in the microprocessor development. Verification can be split into two; 

coverage and check. In coverage we try to find out if all desired conditions are executed. 

Where as in check, we try to find out if the behaviour of the DUT is as expected. In this 

thesis we concentrate more on coverage. The test bench should be able to cover all the cases, 

hence methodologies have to be used which will not only reduce the total time of the project 

but also get maximum coverage to increase the bug detection chances. Random simulation 

helps to quickly attain corner cases that would not have been found by the traditional 

directed testing. 

 

 In this thesis functional verification for the microprocessor M6802 was 

implemented. Few verification approaches were implemented to find out their feasibility. It 

was found out that random generation had many advantages over directed testing but both 

the approaches failed to attain good coverage in reasonable time. To overcome this other 

implementations were explored such as coverage driven and machine learning.  

 

 Machine learning showed significant improvement over the other methods for 

coverage on the filp side it required a lot of setup time. It was found out that the 

combination of these approaches have to be used to reduce the setup time and get 

maximum coverage. The method to be selected depends on the complexity of the processor 

and the functional coverpoint. 
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Glossary 

 

SOC: System on Chip 

CCR: Condition Code Register 

ACC A/B: Accumulator A/B 

UVM: Universal Verification Methodology 

MSB: Most Significant Bit 

LSB: Least Significant Bit 

VMA: Valid Memory Access 

R/W: Read/Write 

DUT: Device under test 

ML: Machine Learning 

DMA: Dynamic Memory Access 
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1. Introduction 

System on Chips (SOC’s) these days are becoming very complex[4] ,   consisting of ip core 

clusters, memory banks, multi-level caches, inter connect network and other I/O 

peripherals. In the last few years the major challenge which the semiconductor industry is 

confronted with, has been to design "System Chips" with far more complex functionality 

and domain diversity than in past, yet in significantly less time [1] .  

 

Increasing complexity of designs, time to market pressure, constraints on resource allocated 

to verification and quest for better quality and first pass right projects have been key drivers 

for verification methodologies and tools improvements over the last 15 years. Yet, 

verification still represents a major part of the total design cost.  Verification   takes 40 to 70 

percent of the total development effort for the design. Depending on the complexity and 

functionality of the SoC , the verification is accomplished by running many test programs. 

For example, the verification of a RISC System/6000 processor required fifteen billion 

simulation cycles, large engineering teams and hundreds of computers over a year[5] .  

 

Another way to manage those constraints is to build design from existing reusable and pre-

verified blocks, called IPs. In the avionic domain, use of such IPs can answer to a different 

situation: the management of obsolete components due to the extended lifecycle of aero 

planes (30 years) vs life cycle of silicon components (typically 2-5 years, up to 10-15 years 

for extended life families). A typical example is a simple processor which has reached its 

end of life, for which all stock has been depleted and no parts can be found on the market. 

 

In such a case, IPs can come as a good solution for replacement of the discrete components 

in a more integrated solution. For safety critical applications, challenge is then to ensure the 

software will execute strictly in the same way on the processor IP as it was on the original 

discrete processor. One part of the challenge is to ensure we will be able to explore the 

functional space to be covered in an acceptable timeframe, even if processor is old and 

simpler than modern ones. Increasingly, functional verification efforts are relying on 

pseudorandom test generation to improve the quality of coverage [8]  and bud detection 

chances.  
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1.1 Background 

 

Design verification is a process to determine if the implemented design accurately 

represents the intended specification.   

 Are we making what we wanted to make? 

 Is the model equivalent to the specs?  

 

 With increasing complexity of modern processors, coupled with the exponential increase in 

hardware requirements size and performance, verification has become the major bottleneck 

in processor development [9]. This has motivated researchers to investigate new approaches 

to improve and fasten the hardware verification process.  

 

 The process is started with the definition of a verification plan, which will illustrate what 

should be verified in a DUT (Device under test). It will include all possible features and 

potential sources of bugs.  When all tests in the verification plan have been tested and no 

bugs were found, then the verification work is complete. 

Depending on how the DUT is used for verification there are 3 basic models. 

 Black box verification (give inputs, check outputs) 

 White-box verification (give inputs, check internal signals) 

 Grey-box verification (give inputs, check some internal signals specifically inserted 

for debug purpose) 

 

Based on the literature review, the SOC hardware verification can be broadly divided into 

two types: pre and post silicon. The thesis work is delimited to the functional verification of 

SOC’s applied for Pre-silicon designs. Pre-silicon verification employs two major families of 

solutions: simulation based verification and formal verification. 

 

Formal verification is a technique that involves generating mathematical proofs for the 

behaviour of the design. It employs assertions based methodologies for the functional 

verification of the properties of the system. It works aiming to prove or disprove a property 

of a hardware implementation using logical and mathematical models. Equivalence 

checking and property checking form the two major categories of formal verification 

techniques[10] . Although this methodology can possibly verify all possible behaviours of the 

model for all time instances and for all input variations, their extensive computational 

requirement limits its usability for verifying small to moderate designs [11] . 

Simulation based techniques on the contrary are not limited to such constraints. It can be 

seen as verification through input space sampling. In this method the functional correctness 

of a hardware model can be checked against higher level references or instruction set 

simulators. The main goal of functional verification is to ensure that the design 

implementation matches the specified architectural behavior. A powerful methodology is 

mandatory to be able to cope with the challenge imposed by the enormous state space of a 

processor [18]. These techniques typically consist of a test bench controller and a DUT. The 

test bench controller feeds input test vectors to the DUT. The next state of the DUT is 
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determined based on its present state and the input from the test bench controller. The 

computed states of DUT are then verified against expected states of the design. Unless all 

points are sampled, there exists a possibility that an error escapes the verification process. 

So in simulation based verification techniques it is necessary to implement coverage 

monitors to generate coverage statistics. This helps to keep track of the covered scenarios 

thereby increasing the confidence on device correctness [11] . 

 

Traditionally, simulation-based verification uses directed verification approach [13]. Directed 

verification techniques are considered "white-box" techniques in which deterministic test 

sequences are generated to test the functionality of a design. Considering an example of 

verifying the functionality of a microprocessor, directed verification can consist of test 

programs written to test a certain or a small group of related instructions. A self-checking 

test program consists of four sections; preparation of stimuli input data, preparation of 

expected result, executing the test program to generate the actual result and comparison of 

actual and expected result. The advantage of directed testing is that it is a fairly quick and 

easy method for the very first verification of an instruction. It gives early simulation 

feedback, so that the most embarrassing bugs can be fixed[11]. 

 

The disadvantage of directed testing is that it takes a lot of time and very tedious method for 

exhaustive verification. For a normal instruction such as addition, the possible 

combinations to cover are very large. It is a cross combination of the input values, 

addressing modes, accumulator used and the effect on flags.  

 

Random test generation (RTG) technologies have been developed for about twenty years. 

Now the most commonly used RTG in verification of complex microprocessors is biased 

random test generation. Designers and verification engineers usually specify biases 

manually to hit areas or specific tasks in the design that are not covered well. The analysis of 

coverage reports, and their translation to a set of biases always require significant 

engineering efforts. Coverage directed test generation (CDG) is a technique to automate the 

feedback from coverage analysis to test generation. Considerable effort is invested in CDG 

to find good ways to automate the process of effective bias generation [12]. It is generally 

considered as a "black-box" testing technique as one does not need to rely on the internal 

details of the model. 

 

Automatic test benches are typically set up to generate and verify large volumes of random 

programs. This can result in massive simulations which help to increase the confidence on 

device correctness. Random test generation can be again classified as either static or 

dynamic.  

 In static random test generation, the system is initially set to a random state to 

generate random test programs. These random test programs are used by the test bench 

controllers or model simulators [11]. 

 Dynamically biased random test generation is one of the most important methods for 
the verification of modern complex processors. As the complexity of processors grows, the 
bottleneck remains in generating suitable test programs that meet coverage metrics 
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automatically. Many technologies have been proposed to implement the automatic feedback 
loop.  They use the simulation feedback to generate random test sequences [9]. 
 
 
 

1.2 Problem definition 

With increase in complexity of the processor design, verification methodologies/designs are 
required which can achieve maximum coverage with minimum execution and setup time.   
 
Microprocessor M6802 is used as a part of the multi-function and safety critical computer 
of an ATR aeroplane which interacts with many components, to be completely confident of 
its working we expect the verification to have covered a few predefined/well formulated 
check points.  
 
As this processor contains many instructions (approximately 200) and each of these 
instruction have a wide range of acceptable operands, verification area can increase rapidly. 
The goals for verification is defined with the verification plan and then translated in 
coverage directives. Several metrics for verification method efficiency can be defined:  
 

 the time spent to reach 100% coverage of defined verification goals  vs number of 
instructions passed to the processor 

 time spent to defined all the stimuli required to reach 100% coverage 
 

A side constraint in the problem is to find a verification approach that could be applied to a 
similar processor (within the same range of complexity). 
  
The purpose of this degree project is to investigate the use of randomization techniques for 
processor verification and to evaluate whether it can reduce the execution and setup time 
while still achieving the required coverage. 
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2. Methodology 

Hakansson's[2] report was used as a reference for understanding the various research 

method and methodologies. In this thesis Quantitative methodologies were used to measure 

data by experiments with large data sets to make analysis.  

Positivism assumes that the research in independent of the tools used or the researcher. 

This assumption can't be considered for this project as the data subset was small and the 

experimental characteristics were dependent on the researcher. 

Therefore a post positivism assumption was assumed realist approach was assumed 

meaning that the readings obtained is the actual value and is not influenced by anything 

that could alter the real value. 

Numerical analysis would consist of assumptions and results from calculations which was 

employed in this thesis. Fundamental research was employed for the initial study to 

understand the current market situation and methodologies currently used. 

Abductive approach was employed which employs inductive approach and deductive 

approach. This approach was used for this thesis as the data was analyzed and then inferred 

to explain which approach is to be used. 

Data analysis was done using statistics ie to extract useful information out of the data. There 

were no ethical considerations in this thesis as there was no human involvement in the 

collection on the dataset. 

 

2.1 Project flow 

The project was subdivided into several sub tasks as follows : 

1. Search and summarize approaches on the topic (white papers, publication, etc) 
2. Study the working and execution requirements of the M6802 processor. 
3. Become familiar with the existing company verification framework (UVM). 
4. Study the instructions of the processor severally so as to formulate the valid range of 

operands. 
5. Define verify plan and coverage model for processor. 
6. Set-up randomization constraints. 
7. Set-up library of test sequences.  
8. Develop and Implement several algorithm or principles for verification space 

exploration 
9. Ranking: Evaluate efficiency of approaches between them and vs traditional directed 

approach. 
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3. Test case Processor  

The Processor used for this thesis is M6802 [7]. It is a simple monolithic 8 – bit 
microprocessor. It has 128 bytes of embedded ram (Harvard architecture), 16 bit address 
bus, 8 bit data bus and has interrupt capability (Figure 1). 

  

Figure 1 – Original 6802 general block diagram (extracted from MOTOROLA DATASHEET) 

 

The 6802 has three 16-bit registers and three 8-bit registers (Figure 2):  
16-bit registers: 

- IX: Index Register,  
- PC: Program Counter, 
- SP: Stack Pointer 
8-bit registers:  

- CCR: Condition Codes Register 

- ACCA: Accumulator A 

- ACCB: Accumulator B  
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Conditions Codes Register1 1 H I N Z V C

Program Counter

Index Register

15 0

7 0

Carry (From Bit 7)

Overflow

Zero

Negative

Interrupt

Half Carry(From Bit 3)

15

7 0

Accumulator B

7 0

Accumulator AACCA

ACCB

IX

PC

Stack Pointer

15

SP

 

Figure 2- Registers in M6802 Processor 

  
The content of these registers is not directly accessible to the programmer but is updated 
after each instruction execution.  
 
The Instruction Set has 72 different instructions which have one or more addressing modes. 
There are totally 197 instructions and 59 unused opcodes. There are six addressing modes:  
IMMEDIATE, DIRECT, INDEXED, EXTENDED, RELATIVE and IMPLIED respectively. 
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4. Implementation Details 

4.1 Introduction 

Constrained random verification relies on Checkers, Coverage and Constraints. Each of 
these "three C's" plays a key role in the verification process and is supported by explicit 
features of the SystemVerilog language[20] . 
 
Firstly, checkers ensure functional correctness. Nothing is gained by throwing more and 
more random stimulus into a design to take functional coverage to ever higher levels unless 
the design-under-test is being checked automatically for functional correctness. Checkers 
can be implemented using SystemVerilog assertions or using regular procedural code. 
Assertions can be embedded within the design-under-test, placed on the external interfaces, 
or can be part of the verification environment. UVM provides mechanisms and guidelines 
for building checkers into the verification environment and for logging reports. 
 
Secondly, coverage provides a measure of the functional completeness of the testing, and 
tells you when you've met the goals set out in the verification plan, and thus when you have 
finished simulating. SystemVerilog offers two separate mechanisms for functional coverage 
collection; property-based coverage (cover directives) and sample-based coverage (cover 
groups). Both can be used in a UVM verification environment. The specification and 
execution of the coverage model is intimately tied to the verification plan, and many 
simulation tools are able to annotate coverage information onto the verification plan 
document, facilitating tight management control. 
 
Thirdly, constraints provide the means to reach coverage goals by shaping the random 
stimulus to push the design-under-test into interesting corner cases. Without shaping, 
random stimulus alone may be insufficient to exercise many of the deeper states of the 
design-under-test. Constrained random stimulus is still random, but the statistical 
distribution of the vectors is shaped to ensure that interesting cases are reached.   
 

4.2 Environment  

Universal Verification methodology (UVM) was used for this project [6]. UVM is a 
methodology for the functional verification of digital hardware, primarily using simulation 
[5] . The hardware or system to be verified would typically be described using Verilog, 
SystemVerilog, VHDL or System C at any appropriate abstraction level(Figure 3) [21] . This 
could be behavioural, register transfer level, or gate level. UVM is explicitly simulation-
oriented, but UVM can also be used alongside assertion-based verification, hardware 
acceleration or emulation.  
 
SystemVerilog has dedicated language features for expressing constraints, and UVM goes 
further by providing mechanisms that allow constraints to be written as part of a test rather 
than embedded within dedicated verification components. This and other features of UVM 
facilitate the creating of reusable verification components (e Reuse Methodology). This 
feature can be exploited to reduce the setup time for new similar projects. 
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Figure 3 - UVM Structure  

 

4.2.1 Sequence Item 

A sequence is a series of transaction. Sequences can be reused, extended, randomized, and 
combined sequentially and hierarchically in various ways [22] .  
User has to define a transaction by extending uvm_sequence_item.  uvm_sequence_item 
class provides the basic functionality for objects, both sequence items and sequences, to 
operate in the sequence mechanism [23] .    
 
Enumerated types were defined for the opcode groups, addressing modes, operand values.  
For efficient control and randomization, 256 opcodes were categorized based on  

 Functionality 

 Condition Code Register (CCR) dependency 

 
 
 
 
Illustrations: 
 
Functionality groups - 
The opcodes were grouped based on how they affect the operands.  
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ADDITION, SUBTRACTION, BRANCH, LOAD_AND_STORE, JUMP, LOGIC, 
CONDITION_REG, REG_AND_STACK, NOP, INTERRUPT, NOP_UNUSED, 
SHIFT_ROTATE, TEST_DAA, INC_DEC, COMPLEMENT, CLEAR_COMPARE 
 
CCR Dependency groups 
The opcodes were grouped based on how they affect the CCR (Table 3 -6802 processor  
manual). The CCR is a 8 bit register which has 6 flags and 2 MSB bits which are always set 
to 1(Figure 2). The Flags are affected depending on the  instruction executed.  17 CCR 
dependency instruction groups were identified and the details are shown in Table 1. 
 

 
Table 1- CCR dependency groups 

CCR(5:0) Instructions belonging to this group 

5 4 3 2 1 0 

H I N Z V C 

C N C C C C ADDA, ADDB, ABA, ADCA, ADCB 

N N C C C C SUBA, SUBB, SBCA, SBCB, SBA 

N N C C 6 C ROL, ROLA, ROLB, ROR, RORA, RORB, ASL, ASLA, ASLB,ASR,ASRA 

N N C C C 3 DAA 

N N C C R R TST, TSTA, TSTB 

N N C C R N ANDA,ANDB, BITA,BITB, TAB, TBA, STAA, STAB, LDAA, LDAB 

N N N N N N BRA, BCC, BCS, BEQ, BGE, BGT, BHI, BLE, BLS, BLT, BMI, BNE, BVC 

N N 7 C 8 N CPX 

N N R S R R CLR, CLRA, CLRB 

N N R C 6 C LSR, LSRA, LSRB 

N N C C 1 2 NEG, NEGA, NEGB 

N N C C 5 N INC, INCA, INCB 

N N C C R S COM, COMA, COMB 

N N C C 4 N DEC, DECA, DECB 

N N N C N N DEX 

N N 9 C R N LDX, LDS, STX, STS 

C C C C C C CLC, CLI, CLV, SEC, SEI, SEV, TAP, TPA 

 

 

N – Not affected 

C -  Can be affected  

R –set to 0 

S – set to 1 

 

Special conditions for affecting the flag 1-9 : 

 

Cond. 
number 

Operation 

1 Test:  Result = 10000000? 

2 Test:  Result = 00000000? 

3 Test:  Dec value of MSB is greater than 9? 

4 Test:  Operand = 10000000 prior execution 

5 Test:  Operand = 01111111 prior execution 
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6 Test:  Set equal to result of  N {EXOR} C after shift has occurred   

7 Test:  MS byte = 1? 

8 Test:  2’s compliment overflow from subtraction? 

9 Test:  Result less than 0 

 

 

 

Example NNCCCC implies this group contains opcodes which effect carry flag, overflow 

flag, zero flag and negative flag. It doesn’t affect the interrupt mask flag and half carry flag. 

 

Based on functionality: 
typedef enum { BRANCH, LOAD_AND_STORE, JUMP, LOGIC, CONDITION_REG, REG_AND_STACK, NOP, INTERRUPT, 
NOP_UNUSED,  ADDITION, SUBTRACTION, SHIFT_ROTATE, TEST_DAA, INC_DEC, COMPLEMENT, CLEAR_COMPARE  } 
instruction_type_t; 
 
Based on CCR dependency: 
typedef enum { CNCCCC, NNCCCC, NNCC6C, NNCCC3, NNCCRR, NNCCRN, NNNNNN, NN7C8N, 
                 NNRSRS ,NNRC6C,NNCC12 , NNCC5N, NNCCRS, NNCC4N,NNNCNN,NN9CRN, CCCCCC } ccr_reg_type_t; 

 

 

Constraints are used in the sequence item to generate legal values of opcodes and operands.  

Constraints were also used to achieve corner cases.   

 

Illustrations 

1. Constraints used for selecting an opcode based on functionality.  

If the Instruction type is randomized to inc_dec then this constraint is used to randomize the 

opcode to one of the possible inc_dec instruction types. 
 

constraint c_arith_instruction_INC_DEC 
    { 
        if ( (m_instruction_type == INC_DEC)&& (m_coverage_type == NORMAL) ) 
        { 
        m_opcode inside 
            { 
               increment_indexed_INC, 
               increment_extended_INC, 
               increment_a_implied_INCA, 
               increment_b_implied_INCB, 
               decrement_indexed_DEC, 
               decrement_extended_DEC, 
               decrement_a_implied_DECA, 
               decrement_b_implied_DECB 
            } 
        }; 
    } 
 

 

2. Constraints used for covering corner/special cases (operands).  

If operand value type is selected as ival_01 then 8’h80 is assigned to m_operand_1 . This is 

used for covering a special case for the overflow flag when the opcode used is of type 

INC_DEC (Special case 4 in the manual).   

constraint c_01_ope_1            {m_operand_val_type == ival_01 -> m_operand_1 == 8'h80;}; 
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3. Constraints used for generating legal values. 

There are constraints used to ensure safe/legal /practical execution .Here, the branch 

offset has a maximum limit of 20 to ensure the PC doesn’t branch/jump to an out of 

range value. 

                constraint c_branch_offset       {m_branch_offset             <= 20 ;}; 
 

 

It is important to order/structure randomization so that some variables can be chosen 

depending on the values of other variables. The solution space remains the same, but the 

probability of picking up the solution space changes.  We use solve before to control the 

randomization. As discussed earlier there are 2 instruction groups:  Functionality and CCR 

dependency. Hence an enum was defined to choose one ordering from the other. 
typedef enum { FUNCTIONALITY, CCR} coverage_type_t; 
 

 

The complete solving order is shown in Figure 4. First coverage type is chosen, ie 

randomization based of functionality or based on CCR dependency. Then an addressing 

mode is selected to get a random opcode. Based on the opcode obtained the operand values 

are randomized. Enums are used for assigning values to operands in order to get corner 

cases. 

 

Instead of defining an enum for coverage type, in the future we could define a base sequence 

item which will have all the basic constraints and then extend 2 classes one for functionality 

based randomization and the other for CCR dependency based randomization.  For each 

branch out we could extend a class. By doing this there will be less parameters to pass while 

randomization and will be very easy to add to constraints and solve orders. 
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Figure 4 - Randomizing solve order 
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4.2.2 Driver 

UVM driver is a component that initiates requests for new transactions and drives it to 

lower level components [24] . After the Sequence item generates legal values of operands and 

opcodes, the driver uses these values for driving the interface.  The DUT receives the 

signals/data through the interface. The Driving sequence was implemented for each 

instruction, feeding appropriate legal data to the processor during each clock cycle as per 

the M6802 user manual. The resultant driving signals are shown in Figure 5. 

 

 

 

Figure 5 - Waveform 

 

 

4.2.3 Interface and Checker module 

Interface is used to connect DUT to the driver. Interface consists of many clocking blocks ie, 

clocking blocks for master (DUT) and slave in active, passive modes for falling and rising 

edges. It includes sva_interface is used to validate the working of the test bench. It contains 

cycle based assertions for r/w vma and instruction execution.  As the micro controller is 

sensitive to rising and falling edge, separate assertions are written for both edges (BUS 

TIMINGS Fig -2 in the data sheet).  

 

Illustrations : For VMA Signal 

 

VMA signal will be 0 for the states: Irrelevant Data, Data form the accumulator, new 

operand data. Assertions were written to ensure this behavior. 
property prop_vma_low_vs_data_bus_cycle_state; 
    @(negedge e) disable iff (~has_checks) 
      ((data_bus_cycle_state == IRRELEVANT_DATA) || (data_bus_cycle_state ==  ACC_DATA )||  
      (data_bus_cycle_state ==  NEW_OPERAND_DATA_TST )) 
       |->  
       ~vma; 
  endproperty: prop_vma_low_vs_data_bus_cycle_state  
assert_vma_low_vs_data_bus_cycle_state: assert property (prop_vma_low_vs_data_bus_cycle_state); 
 
property prop_vma_high_vs_data_bus_cycle_state; 
    @(negedge e) disable iff (~has_checks) 
      ~((data_bus_cycle_state == IRRELEVANT_DATA) || (data_bus_cycle_state ==  ACC_DATA ) ||  
      (data_bus_cycle_state ==  NEW_OPERAND_DATA_TST )) 
       |->   
        vma 
  endproperty: prop_vma_high_vs_data_bus_cycle_state 
  assert_vma_high_vs_data_bus_cycle_state: assert property (prop_vma_high_vs_data_bus_cycle_state); 
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Few checks were used to ensure correct synchronization between the DUT and the test 

environment. There is no synchronization signal on the instruction/data bus of the 

processor to indicate the first cycle of an instruction: adding these checks allows to detect a 

potential drift between what the test environment believes is the current instruction cycle 

and what it really is, which is known through VMA and R/W signals. Checks are written for 

addition, subtraction, eor operation etc.  

 

4.2.4 Monitor and coverage collector 

A monitor is a variety of component that is confined to having passive access to the signal-

level interface of the DUT [6] . The monitor observers traffic going to and from the DUT, 

from which it assembles transactions which are distributed to the rest of the verification 

environment through one or more analysis ports. Monitors are used to eaves-drop on the 

signals connected to Microprocessor.  A passive monitor was used to supervise the signals 

and depending on the bus cycle states opcode and operands were determined. Addressing 

mode, instruction type and CCR dependency type were also determined and saved in the 

sequence item. Last instruction cycle signal was used to put the updated sequence item on 

the analysis port.  

 

case (m_interface.data_bus_cycle_state) 
      OP_CODE:  
        begin  
          m_seq_item.m_opcode                      = m6802_opcode_t'(m_interface.cbp_negedge.d); 
          m_seq_item.m_current_opcode      = m6802_opcode_t'(m_interface.cbp_negedge.d); 
          m_seq_item.m_instruction_type     = get_instruction_type(m_seq_item.m_opcode); 
          m_seq_item.m_addressing_mode   = get_addressing_mode(m_seq_item.m_opcode);  
          m_seq_item.m_ccr_reg_type           = get_ccr_reg_type(m_seq_item.m_opcode);  
          end_of_stim_detection_update(); 
        end 
      OPERAND_8B    : m_seq_item.m_operand_1            = m_interface.cbp_negedge.d; 
      OPERAND_16B_H : m_seq_item.m_operand_2        = m_interface.cbp_negedge.d;  
      DATA_FROM_ACC : m_seq_item.m_acc_data          = m_interface.cbp_negedge.d;   
      OPERAND_DATA  : m_seq_item.m_acc_data            = m_interface.cbp_negedge.d;   
      .. 
      .. 
    endcase 
 
    // Publish transaction to subscribers 
    if (m_interface.last_instr_cycle == 1'b1)  
        analysis_port.write ( m_seq_item ); 

 

 

The analysis port is used to perform non-blocking broadcasts of transactions. It is by 

components like monitors/drivers to publish transactions to its subscribers, which are 

typically scoreboards and response/coverage collectors [7] . 

Functional coverage information was collected using SystemVerilog cover groups in 

coverage collector. Cover groups consist of cover points and cross cover points.  Analysis 
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port is used for getting the transaction information from the monitor to the coverage 

collector. 

 

4.2.5 Class based approach 

The sequence item, coverage collector and driver are completely dependent of the 

instruction set of the microprocessor. Most of the definitions are repeated or reversed.  An 

alternative could be to use a class based approach for instruction set definition as shown in 

Figure 6. We first define an instruction class which has all the basic objects like opcode, 

addressing type, instruction group etc. from this we extend 256 classes, one for each 

opcode. We group these opcodes to form sector groups. Ie we group adda_dir, adda_imm, 

adda_ext and addab_ind (direct, immediate, extended and indexed) in addition sector. 

Later on we group these sectors to form instruction groups. Example we group adda, 

addb,adca and adcb sectors in addition instruction group. At each level we try to define 

coverpoints parameters and constraints. Hence the setup time was reduced further, almost 

half.  
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Figure 6 - Class based approach 
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5.  Sequences 

5.1 Introduction 

On the fly random instruction generation is one of the major challenges. In traditional 

approaches, (directed tests) the test program was written in C or ASM and a compiler was 

used to convert it into a hex file. This file is loaded into memory and the DUT fetches these 

instructions as shown in Figure 7. 

 

 

 

Figure 7 - Directed tests 

On the other hand for randomization approach, stimuli (in this case: instructions and 

operands) are generated randomly by a constraint solver as shown in Figure 8. There is no 

need of a software compiler  

 

Figure 8 - Constrained Random 
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5.2  Randomization model 

5.2.1 Markov Model 

5.2.1.1 Introduction 

Markov model is a mathematical system that undergoes transitions from one state to 

another based on its current state and the state probabilities [25] . This model was used to 

select a random opcode.  Each state is considered as an instruction type as shown in Figure 

9. A simplified model of the processor implementation (only 3 states) is shown in fig 9.   For 

example if the Current  instruction that has been executed is Load and Store then the next 

state that will be selected is jump and branch with a probability of .8 , arithmetic operations 

with a probability of 0.05 and load and store operation with a probability of 0.15. The total 

outgoing probabilities should sum up to 1.  

 

Figure 9 - Markov Model 

5.2.1.2 Implementation 

Fixed probabilities were assigned to each group as shown below. These probabilities are 

state probabilities and not transition probabilities. The probabilities were selected such that 
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the likeliness of selecting a particular instruction is same for the entire instruction set. Rand 

case is used to with these fixed probabilities to select a random opcode. The transition 

probabilities can be used to control and improve the randomization with the help of 

"get_coverage" inbuilt system verilog function.    

 

5.2.2 Roulette table 

5.2.2.1 Introduction 

Roulette is a casino game named after a French diminutive for little wheel. In the game, 

players may choose to place bets on either a single number or a range of numbers, the 

colours red or black, or whether the number is odd or even [26] . 

To determine the winning number and colour, a croupier spins a wheel in one direction, 

then spins a ball in the opposite direction around a tilted circular track running around the 

circumference of the wheel. The ball eventually loses momentum and falls onto the wheel 

and into one of or 38 (in American roulette) coloured and numbered pockets on the 

wheel.(Figure 10) 

This approach can be modified and used for randomization. Numbers are replaced by 

opcodes, colours by instruction groups and number of slots is varied depending on the 

execution probabilities. 

 

Figure 10- Roulette table 

5.2.2.2 Implementation 

A cyclic buffer implementation is used to mimic the roulette wheel. Each slot of this buffer 

is dedicated to a particular instruction type. Hence based on the Initial fixed probabilities 

these slots are filled. After the slots were filled the size of the buffer was found out and a 
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random spin force is calculated. This force is used to calculate the value of the pointer (ball) 

and then a random opcode is selected based on the slot it is pointing. For each iteration, the 

spin force is randomized and a new opcode is selected. Same principle is used for selecting 

operands as well .  Randomization of instruction group and operand range is completely 

independent. 

 

Figure 11 - Roulette table implementation 

 

Similarly another roulette table is implemented for operand selection as shown in Figure 11. 

Depending on which slot it is pointing the operands are randomized to a value within the 

selected range using constraints. 

 

5.2.3 Comparison 

These randomization approaches were implemented and compared for the coverpoint 

covp_all_ins, ie a coverpoint for execution of all instructions. The comparison is shown in 

Figure 12 .  Markov implementation has a high setup time compared to Roulette table 

implementation, but on the other hand it has more control over randomization and takes 

lesser number of instructions to get 100 % coverage.  The Roulette table implementation is 

very simple to implement and easy to add new sequences to the existing structure(Table 2- 

Comparison).  
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Figure 12 - Comparison: Markov model and Roulette table 

 

Roulette table Markov Model 

Low setup time High setup time 

High execution time Low execution time 

Less Control More Control 

Easy to add sequences Tough to add sequences 

Table 2- Comparison 

 

5.2.4 Coverage driven constrained randomization 

5.2.4.1 Introduction 

With most designs, simple random stimulus is not sufficient to verify a processor fully [15]. 

In this implementation coverage collector is used for randomization. The coverage collector 

is receiving monitored transactions from the monitor ( it is connected to the analysis port of 

the monitor ). Coverage collector defines many coverpoints as required in the coverage plan. 

For simplification, though the report, all comparisons and implementation details will be 

discussed with respect to the coverpoint cross coverage of CCR “cross_prev_pres_ccr”. CCR 

is the Condition code register which contains all the flags(Carry, negative etc.). This cover 

point is used to check all the possible transitions that can occur when an instruction is 

executed with respect to the CCR value. An example of CCR cross coverage is shown in 

Figure 13. In this example, CCR value changes from 101001 to 100101 after the execution of 

ADCA (add with carry) instruction. 
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Figure 13 - CCR cross coverage example 

For comparison of the two approaches discussed (directed and random) , graphical 

representation of coverage (y axis) for coverpoint cross of CCR and overall coverage ( 

coverage of all the coverpoints ) against the number of instructions (x axis)was used. The 

charts are shown in Figure 14 and Figure 15 . Random approach is giving a good 

performance for overall coverage ( Total Coverage or coverage of all the coverpoints 

defined) but is very bad for a specific coverpoint. Directed tests are performing well for a 

specific coverpoint but the number of instructions increases for overall coverage. The 

calculations are shown in appendix-1. To bridge this gap we have to look for alternative 

approaches. Coverage driven randomization seems to be a good alternative. In coverage 

driven approach we use the coverage results to direct our randomization to help us achieve 

good coverage with reduced number of instructions. 

 

Figure 14 - Specific coverpoint comparison (cross CCR) 
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Figure 15 - Overall coverage comparison between Random and directed 

 

5.2.4.2 Implementation 

Cover points were defined for the instruction groups.ie cover point for executing an 

instruction in addition instruction group (covp_ins_add_opcode) and so on.  The coverage 

results of these groups have been used to efficiently alter the state probabilities so that the 

randomization is guided to get better coverage. Figure 16 shows the structure used for this 

approach. The feedback from the coverage collector is used by the random generator.  

 

 

 
Figure 16 - Coverage driven randomization 
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 Get_coverage standard system verilog function is used to get the coverage value, and this is 

assigned to the state probabilities. In other words the Constraints and the state probabilities 

are dynamically changed (on the run) [12] . Thus ensuring that we randomize is areas that 

has not been covered and avoid randomizing to the cases already covered. 

ADDITION_prob                   =  17   - ( ( 17  *  covp_ins_add_opcode.get_coverage()                   )   / 100 );   
 

With the help of this feedback, checking border case was also implemented which will make 

sure that the randomization will not give rise to prohibited conditions.  

Illustrations: 

 Push operation on full stack 

 Branch out of range  

 

5.2.4.3 Comparison 

Coverage driven randomization gives good performance.  The graphs  are shown in Figure 

17 and Figure 18 .  For the cross coverage of CCR it is almost half way in between directed 

and random. The overall coverage is also improved marginally. 

 

Figure 17 - Specific coverpoint comparison (cross CCR) 
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Figure 18 - Overall coverage comparison between Coverage driven, Random and directed 

In the graphs we observe that around 90% the slope reduces drastically. Let us take an 

example of cross cov of CCR from CCR value 6 to CCR value 14.  The Probability of 

occurrence of these ccr values is very less. 

 Cross of CCR value  6 -> 14: 0.001283 (P6)X 0.001291(P14) = 0.00000165635 

In other words we will need a million instructions to be executed to hope this case to be 

covered, which is not efficient.  

Considering directed test for this approach is also not an option because it is very tough for 

the programmer to think of an instruction will result in setting the CCR value to 6 or 14 

because it is not controlled directly. Hence we need to look for alternatives to get the 

remaining coverage. 
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6. Machine learning 

6.1 Introduction 

Functional verification is one of the major bottlenecks in system-on-chip design due to the 

combined effects of increasing complexity and lack of automated techniques for generating 

efficient tests [16], hence alternatives are used to bridge the gap. Machine learning (ML) is a 

branch of computer science founded on the idea of designing computer algorithms capable 

of improving their prediction performance automatically over time through experience. 

Such approaches offer the possibility to gain new knowledge through automated discovery 

of patterns and relations in data. Further, these methods can provide the benefit of freeing 

humans from doing laborious and repetitive tasks, when a computer can be trained to 

perform them. This is especially important in problem areas where there are massive 

amounts of complex data available. We try to use the concepts of machine learning to limit 

the involvement of resources on directed tests writing [17]. 

 

 

Figure 19 - Machine learning structure 

The machine learning structure used is shown in Figure 19. Coverage collector gives the 

requirement, ie tells which points have not been covered and the information gathered 

during machine learning is used to cover the uncovered cover points. 
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6.2 Implementation 

The Machine learning principle used is shown in Figure 20 . Each function will have several 

inputs and configuration constraints that will affect its results. The ideology in ML is to 

search for properties [14] in the outputs and see how these properties are affected by inputs. 

Cross coverage of CCR is used to check all the possible transitions that can occur when an 

instruction is executed with respect to the CCR value. In Figure 13 CCR value changes from 

101001 to 100101 on the execution of   ADCA instruction.  Cross coverage of CCR, for each 

CCR dependency group is used to find out for each of these CCR dependency groups behave 

(cross_prev_pres_addition). In other words we check cross of CCR value for each 

instruction group.  For this coverpoint , configuration constraints are number of operands, 

functionality is instruction group (CCR dependency group) and the inputs are operand 

values and previous flag values.  

 

 

Figure 20 - Machine learning ideology 

 

Consider addition for example,  we can define a few properties which are carry detect, null 

result, negative result and overflow detect. As the functionality is arithmetic these are flags 

of the CCR and we can directly use these flags for Machine learning.  In other words, the 

flags are viewed as properties to use machine learning. 

For each property and functionality we create a dependency matrix with a suitable step 

size.For this coverpoint the step size was selected as 16. The factors to be considered while 

selecting a step size are 

 To limit size of representation for efficient human analysis (must be an overview) 

 To limit amount of memory allocated to coverage on simulator side 
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Each time an instruction is executed; this dependency matrix is used to keep a track on how 

the properties are affected. Depending on the operand values the operands the respective 

matrix location is incremented to calculate the hits.  

Example  

Add: 33 + 4: 

ope 1= 33 and ope 2 = 4 , then Dep_matrix[2][0] is incremented. The operands are 

represented in 2’s complement form and that’s why we see a phase reversal after 127. 

 

 

Figure 21 - Dependency matrix for a particular group and instruction type 

 

Such dependency matrix is used for all properties and instruction groups as shown in Figure 

22.  
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Figure 22 - Dependency matrix for all groups and properties 

 

For example let us consider 4 properties; carry detect, null result, negative result and 

overflow detect. 

 

Four matrices are used for calculating the hits for each event/property and the 5th one for 

calculating the total hits (independent of the event/property). In other words the first 4 

matrices will be incremented based on the operand values and whether or not the flags were 

affected but the 5th one will be incremented based only on the operand values. The 5th 

matrix is used for percentage hit rate calculation. Matrices are updated after every 

transaction.  

 

Using this addition hit distribution was found for all the properties as shown in Figure 23.   
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Figure 23 - Hit distribution for addition instructions 

6.2.1.1 Pattern Matching 

The Hit distribution depicts the behaviour of the design for each property. We could use 

these patterns to check if the behaviour of the design is as we have expected. Let us take 

carry detect as an example. A carry is obtained when the sum is greater than 255 , the 

diagonal between the ends of dep_matrix [15][0] and dep_matrix [0][15] will result in a 

sum greater than 255 as shown in Figure 24. If the operands exist within the blue triangle 

region then we will get a carry definitely as the sum will be greater than 255. This logic can 

be used to create a mask for the computer to compare as shown in Figure 25. If there is any 

mismatch in the pattern and the actual simulation then there might be an error. In this case 

we are using the design for coverage measurement, because developing a golden model 

consumes a lot of time. On the downside, dependency is reached through human analysis of 

the result. 
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Figure 24 - Carry detect for addition 

 

bit matching_pattern_carry [0:15] [0:15] was defined to store a user defined pattern. The 

pattern mask shown in Figure 25 was assigned to this array. During simulation, this pattern 

was checked with the simulation results to verify the behaviour.  

 
Figure 25 - Pattern mask 
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6.2.1.2 Anomaly detection 

When there is a single hit away from the main group this could be an anomaly ( Figure 26) 

and even if not, it may be a different functionality of the property as explained with negative 

flag and something interesting to pursue. But first we will have to program the test bench to 

be able to differentiate between these groups. This is done with the help of K means 

algorithm as shown in Figure 27. The hits are first grouped with the help of the number of 

clusters defined, after this it is modified to consider connectivity also for forming a group.  

 

 

 
Figure 26  - Anomaly detection 
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Figure 27 - K means clustering algorithm 

 

 

 

Figure 28 Number of clusters  

 

As we are using dependency matrices, it makes the clustering algorithm simpler. Each cell is 

used as a centroid and we focus only on finding the connectivity of these cells.  The 

algorithm is as shown below. Scan/check will start from the [0][0] position of the 

dependency matrix.  
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 If there is a hit, ie value in a cell is greater than O,  then the algorithm will  check if any of 

the neighbouring cells are present in the cluster queue. If any of the neighbouring cells are 

present in the cluster queue then we add the present cell to the cluster queue if not add the 

cell to a new cluster array. Using this algorithm, clusters of the hit distribution was 

obtained. The programmer can assign conditions which he feels might be an anomaly and 

correspondingly dependency matrices will be flagged if the condition is satisfied.   

 

 

6.2.1.3 Global dependency matrix 

The dependency matrix was created for one property and for a particular instruction group. 

It would be more interesting to have a global dependency matrix in which we can see how 

all the operands and properties are affecting an instruction group. 

 

We define a 4 dimensional matrix for finding the global dependency for all the instructions. 

First step will be calculation of percentage hit rate form the dependency matrix. The 

percentage hit rate was calculated for negative flag as shown in Figure 29. 100 % signifies 

that, if the operands lie in that region, irrespective of other factors the result will always be 

negative. 

 

As mentioned earlier one of the matrices will contain hits for a particular instruction group, 

this is used for calculating percentage hit rate.  Percentage hit rate calculation for addition 

instruction for overflow flag is shown in Figure 29. 

 

 
Figure 29 - Percentage hit rate for Negative flag (Addition) 
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Bit representation is used for this percentage hit rate matrix. The encoding used is shown in 

Table 3. All the dependency matrix for the addition instruction is changed into this 

encoding as shown in Figure 30.  

 

Hit (%) Encoding 

100 1 

1 ≤ .. ≤ 99 X 

0 0 

Table 3 - Encoding used 

 
Figure 30 - Bit encoding for percentage hit rate 

 

 

The next step will be to fuse these encodings in an order. An example is shown in Figure 31. 

Carry flag is fused to the 1st position, overflow to the 2nd and so on. 
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Figure 31 - Fusing the encoded properties 

 

Finally we get the global dependency matrix as shown in Figure 32 for addition instruction.  

Using the Global dependency matrix we can find out the CCR values that can be reached by 

using an instruction group. The global dependency matrix was found out for all the groups 

as shown in appendix 2. All definite reachable values were found out, implies irrespective of 

the previous CCR and accumulator values, the outcome of the CCR values are solely based 

on the operand value range. This information was used as feedback to execute uncovered 

cases.  
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Figure 32 - Global dependency matrix for addition instruction 

   

 

6.2.1.4 Dynamic Illegal bin generation 

The design of adaptive systems is an emerging topic in the area of pervasive and embedded 

computing. Rather than exhibiting pre-programmed behaviour, it would in many 

applications be beneficial for systems to be able to adapt to their environment. Imagine 

smart music players that adapt to the musical preferences of their owner, intelligent traffic 

systems that monitor and predict traffic conditions and re-direct cars accordingly, 

etc[3].Clearly, it would be useful in such applications, if the considered system could 

automatically learn to perform the desired task, and over time improve its performance as 

more feedback is gained. 
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Figure 33- Dynamic Illegal bin calculation 

Similarly, If any instruction group is showing a particular property, Column of the 

dependency matrix is checked. If the instruction group has not affected this flag then all the 

values will have the value "0". If this condition is true, 0’s are replaced by 1’bz as shown in 

Figure 33. The new encoding scheme is shown in Table 4.  Hence this case will be 

considered as an illegal bin. It is very important to identify these cases and stop wasting 

simulation time to cover those cases (appendix 3). 

 

Flowchart is shown in Figure 34.  The entry condition was chosen to be 79% coverage to 

align it with the global dependency matrix calculation. It was assumed that by the time total 

coverage sums up to 79 % enough instructions had been executed to dynamically generate 

illegal bins. A better entry condition would be to specify the number of instructions or the 

number of times this instruction group has been executed.  This helps us find illegal bins on 

the run.  

 

 

Hit (%) Encoding 

100 1 

1 ≤ .. ≤ 99 X 

0 0 

Disabled Z 
Table 4 - Encoding for Illegal bin generation 
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Figure 34- Flowchart for illegal bin generation 

 

 

6.2.1.1 Dynamic bin hit goal selection 

While defining the coverage plan, we define a step size and assign a minimum number of 

hits as goal. Let us take addition instruction group for example, we define a step size say 16 

and define the goal as 10, ie for every step size we need a minimum of 10 hits. But is this the 

right way to do it? 

 From Figure 32 (Global dependency matrix for addition) we see that the values is some 

parts of the matrix are constant and in some parts they x’s. It will make more sense if we 

concentrate more on areas which have X’s rather than the ones whose values remain a 

constant. Hence, number of X’s in each nibble is calculated and based on this value the goal 

is varied as shown in Table 5. 

Number of X’s in each nibble is calculated with the help of x_conuter and based on the 

value of x, the range specifier queue is filled. In detail description can be found in  section 

5.2.3 (Feedback). 
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x_counter Goal 

0 7 

1 9 

2 11 

3 13 

4 15 

Table 5 - Dynamic goal definition 

 

6.2.2 Feedback 

Feedback is a process in which information about the past or the present influences the 

same phenomenon in the present or future. Machine learning finds out the instructions to 

be executed. With the help of all the information stored in machine learning, coverage and 

randomization can be improved. 

The main feedback modules are 

 Internal Coverage collector 

 Dynamic Bin hit goal selection and Anomaly detection 

 Status driven 

 

For each case we define structure queues which will have the information needed to execute 

the instruction. Depending on the module the information requirement changed.  

 

6.2.2.1 Coverage collector 

Throughout the study, we have discovered that the System verilog coverage features have 

limitations and hence force us to implement internal coverage collectors for machine 

learning algorithms. This is required for finding out the bins that are covered and the bins 

that are yet to be covered during simulation.  

Internal coverage collectors to enable the machine learning algorithm to pin point the bins 

that have not been covered.  A feedback queue (feedback_q) was created which will feed 

machine_learning_fb(test sequence) with the details of the uncovered bins. Therefore the 

help of feedback_q the test machine_learning_fb will know which CCR cross executions it 

has to perform.  
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In parallel to this, m_ccr_value_exe_q is defined to save the context of the processor for 

every CCR value (Figure 35). For each value of the CCR a context of an instruction is saved. 

After every transaction based on the CCR value this array ( m_ccr_value_exe_q ) is 

updated. The array is updated based on the accumulator used. First 16 locations are used 

for accumulator A and ccr values 0-15, next 16 for Acc B and the last 16 for instructions 

which don’t require the Accumulator. m_ccr_value_exe_q can use the global dependency 

matrix to save contexts.  For the remaining CCR values (Not present in global dependency 

matrix), the context is saved into this array when the not present CCR values are randomly 

generated.  

 

 

Figure 35 - m_ccr_value array 

Machine_learning_fb (test) gets the requirements from the queue feedback_q which has 

the previous and the present CCR values to be executed. It uses the m_ccr_value array to 

get the contexts’ of the processor required to achieve this cross coverage.  

 For executing the instruction with the help of the m_ccr_value , we will have to set the 

initial values of the accumulators and flags.  First we have to load a value to the accumulator 

and then execute the instruction. In other words we prepare the context and then execute 

the instruction.  

When we want to get the cross of CCR we can’t execute the cross with the same accumulator 

used because after executing the previous CCR value we will have to load the Accumulator 

for the present CCR value. When the second load is performed the CCR value changes and 

we don’t get the required CCR cross. To avoid this we have to execute Instructions from 

different accumulators, as shown in Figure 36. Example is we have to perform a cross of 
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CCR value from ) to 2 then we use Accumulator B for CCR value 0 execution and then we 

use Accumulator A for CCR value 2 execution.    

 

Figure 36- Feedback for Cross CCR execution 

Flow chart is shown in Figure 37,  the test sequence machine_learning_fb uses feedback_q 

and m_ccr_value _q to execute the instructions. 

 

Figure 37 - Cross CCR feedback flowchart 

 

 

6.2.2.2 Dynamic Bin hit goal selection and Anomaly detection 

For Dynamic goal hit selection, the feedback q is simpler. It just contains the instruction 

group and the range of the operands. Based on the hit requirement Instructions are 

executed to the new dynamically changed coverage requirement.  
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6.2.2.3 Status driven 

To ensure safe randomization stack pointer and the program counter should be monitored 

and based on those values randomization should be done. An enum border_case_type_t is 

created for checking the status.  Depending on the values of stack pointer and program 

counter a particular border case is applied to the variable border_case as shown below. The 

border_case_flag is continuously monitored from machine_learning_fb (test), and if 

detected it will perform the required action to avoid erroneous instruction execution. 

 
In ML : 
 
typedef enum { STACK_FULL, STACK_EMPTY, PC_MAX, PC_MIN, PC_SP} border_case_type_t; 
 
border_case_type_t  border_case; 
 
case (m_stack_ptr)  
  16'h0000   :   
              begin 
              border_case_flag = 1; 
              border_case = STACK_FULL; 
              end 
   
  16'h1FFF   :   
              begin 
              border_case_flag = 1; 
              border_case = STACK_EMPTY; 
              end    
     
  endcase   
    
  if ( int'(m_program_ctr- m_stack_ptr)  < 2) 
  begin 
  border_case_flag = 1; 
  border_case = PC_SP;  
   
  max_jump_range = ( m_program_ctr- m_stack_ptr % 255 ) - 5; 
 
In machine_learning_fb ( test) : 
 
if (m_uvc_m6802_fsb_machine_learning.border_case_flag == 1) 
    begin 
    m_uvc_m6802_fsb_machine_learning.border_case_flag = 0; 
    case (m_uvc_m6802_fsb_machine_learning.border_case) 
     
     
    STACK_FULL   :        `uvm_do_on_with  ( ...      ....   ) 
                                                 
    STACK_EMPTY:        `uvm_do_on_with  ( ...      ....   ) 
                                                  
    PC_SP        :        `uvm_do_on_with  ( ...      ....   ) 
   
      
    endcase 
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6.3 Validity 

The next question that arises to mind is when and how can we use machine learning for 

other coverpoints or other processors. The main rules to be kept in mind are 

• Consider all the factors that influences a function, make sure that none of them are 

left out. 

• As the operations are depend on the size of the data, make sure to change the 

dependency matrix with respect to it. 

Example; for half carry the size of the operand to be considered was 4, and hence no 

pattern was observed (Figure 38) when flag dependency was found out with operand 

size 8.  

• Define properties that give interesting characteristics for weighted functionalities. 

Example; There is no pattern observed in the dependency matrix for shift and rotate 

instructions Figure 39, as we are performing a non-weighted operation. 

 

 

Figure 38 - Hit distribution of half carry (Addition instruction group) 
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Figure 39 - Dependency matrix for shift and rotate 

 

 

 

 

Figure 40 - Machine learning: code reuse 
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Setup time is one of the major bottle necks in machine learning. Hence machine learning 

was implemented using functions and parameters so that these functions could be reused to 

reduce the setup time considerably. As shown in Figure 40 some part of the algorithm will 

have to be manually implemented and rest of them will adapt automatically. 

Manually Defined ( Can’t be reused ) 

• Internal Coverage collector 

• Event detection 

• Groups / Categories for the cover point 

• Feedback 

 

Automatically modified 

• Hit calculation 

• Percentage Hit calculation 

• Fuse event dependency 

• Find Anomaly ( Clustering Algorithm ) 

• Dynamic Bin range selection 

• Dynamic Illegal Bin generation 

• Step size, width , number of groups,  number of events (parameterized) 

• Check border case 

 

6.3.1 Errors found 

A few errors were found while the dependency matrixes of the instruction groups were 

observed.  Increment ( NNCC5N) and DDA ( NNCCC3) instruction group had errors for 

overflow flag as shown in Figure 41. Increment instruction group was not affecting the 

overflow flag at all where as in DAA it was showing false hits. 
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Figure 41 - Errors found using dependency matrix 

 

When unused opcodes are used after a few clock cycles the processor stops executing. Stack 

pointer , program counter and vma come to a complete halt as shown in Figure 42. 
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Figure 42 - unused opcode error 
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7. Test Sequences 

Using the various randomization techniques discussed test sequences were written, for 

getting full coverage and for comparisons.  Few of the test sequences written were: 

 initial_seq_fixed_prob_markov_model: Initial sequence with no interrupt and unused 

opcodes. Implemented with markov model for randomization. Probabilities were 

selected such that all opcodes have equal chance of execution 

 

 fixed_prob_rt: Fixed probability roulette table approach for randomization was used 

for this sequence.  

 

 variable_relative_prob_markov_model: The State probabilities were varied in the 

markov model with the help of the coverage details. In other words , Coverage driven 

randomization was implemented with markov model for randomization. 

 

 interrupt_markov_model: Markov model was implemented for getting the cross of 

interrupt instruction group with the rest of the opcodes. 

 

 ccr_markov_model: Markov model was used with the help of coverage details from 

CCR dependency groups. Transition probabilities were also used to get more control 

over randomization. 

 

 machine_learning_fb: Test sequence for machine learning. It mainly has decoding 

algorithms to execute the uncovered cases. Uses information from matrixes and 

queues from Machine learning to find out what has to be covered and executes it with 

the help of m_ccr_value array. 
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8. Results 

The comparisons between the various approaches are shown in  

Figure 43. It is observed that there is no single approach that is good in all aspects.  

Hence a combination of these approaches should be used for maximizing efficiency. From 

Figure 44 we see that, by using coverage driven random, random and machine learning the 

setup time is high. But the overall time is reduced by a great deal.  Calculations for the 

graph can be seen in appendix 1. 

 

Approach 
Criteria 

Directed test Random Coverage driven 
Random 

Machine 
learning 

Overall Coverage vs 
No. of Instructions 

 

- - 

 

 

+ 

 

+ 

 

++ 

Specific Coverage vs 
No. of Instructions 

 

++ 

 

- - 

 

+ 

 

+ 

Time to setup test 
environment 

 

++ 

 

- 

 

- 

 

- - 

Time to write 
stimuli 

 

- - 

 

++ 

 

+ 

 

+ 

 

Figure 43 - Comparisons 
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Figure 44 - Time line comparisons 

 

Figure 45 - Execution time 

It was observed that using machine learning or coverage driven for every coverpoint was not 

good. Selecting one approach over another is dependent on the complexity on of the DUT 

and coverpoint as shown in  Table 6.  
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Approach Complexity of the DUT/coverpoint 

Random Less 

Coverage driven random Moderate 

Machine learning High 
Table 6 - Approach vs Complexity 

 

For example, simple coverpoints like execution of all instructions can be easily achieved 

with random, moderate ones such as cross of Instruction groups can be achieved with the 

help of Coverage driven and the complex ones like cross coverage of CCR with the help of 

machine learning.  As the complexity of the design and the coverpoint increases, it’s very 

tough to use directed tests and is very efficiently achieved with the help of machine learning.  

 

 

The number of instructions required to verify a processor is very crucial because of the 

following reasons. 

 Sanity check: 

A sanity check is simply a test to confirm that we are asking, or being asked for, 

something that is within some defined bounds of reasonableness. For such 

applications the length of the code is very important. The verification sequences 

should be exhaustive (cover all the important cases) and at the same time takes fewer 

instructions as possible. 

 

 Modifying design: 

In an ongoing project, each time an error is detected and rectified the entire test 

sequence should be executed by the processor for verification. This could be 

problematic if the processor/design is complex as it will require a lot of simulation 

time.   

 

 Tester Constraint: 

Testers will have constraints on the number of vectors it can process for one run. IF 

the number of test runs required to verify the processor increases, it will require 

more effort to analyse the data. 

 

 Human cost - size and effort: 

There is a limit on the time required for verifying a design, in the sense time required 

for running an entire set of sequences, usually over night or over the weekend. If the 

simulation requires more time, then it is not feasible.   
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From figure 44 it was observed that the optimum solution will take a lot of setup time but 

by using the combination of the approaches the overall project time is reducing 

significantly. This result could vary for different microprocessors but the general trend will 

remain the same.   
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9. Future Work 

 

 Machine learning  

 Stress analysis Improve bug detection capability 

 Using Shape detection 

 Try to make it more generic  

 Correlation between the properties 

 Data mining (Un monitored machine learning) 

 Consider  for non-weighted as well 

 

Machine learning application to verification is endless. For starters, it would be much better 

if the algorithm could find out the relations between the properties defined.  Or even better, 

if it could find out the Instruction groups and properties without human guidance. In other 

words, Machine learning will become completely unmonitored. 

 

 Stress analysis can be used to find out the stress levels of an implementation for different 

instructions and this information can be used to increase the bug detection capacity. The 

functionalities that were detected were weighted operations; it would be more efficient if 

non weighted properties could also be detected. Patten detection and anomaly detection can 

be improved by using shape detection on the global dependency matrixes.  

 

 

 Connect the coverage collector to the existing directed test for comparison. 

 

All the comparisons made with directed tests were assumptions. Hence to get an exact value 

it would be nice to connect the coverage collector to the directed test implementation.   

 

 

 Other randomization techniques 

 Genetic Algorithms 

 Petri nets 

 

It would be interesting to implement other randomization techniques and see how it affects 

the number of instructions. For complex designs, the model should not only be able to 

randomize but should give more control over randomization. Petri net implementation 

looks promising because the transitions can be controlled to a much greater extent than 

markov model. Genetic algorithms [12] could help getting corner cases more efficiently. They 

could be clubbed with concepts like incremental satisfiability [19] to give better efficiency in 

randomization. 
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 Class based approach for instruction definition  

 Implement  like uvm_reg  

As mentioned earlier, a lot of time is taken for setup. If we use a class based approach with 

an implementation like in uvm_reg, the setup time may reduce drastically [27] .  

 

1.      Getting SV code for instructions definition automatically: 

Using the same kind of approach as uvm reg for processor instruction definition will allow 

automating the transcription of instruction characteristics (opcode, number of cycles, 

number of operands, group) to SV code. This will reduce setup time because all SV code for 

instruction definition (as class) would be available faster. 

  

2.      Getting default sequences for free 

Manipulating the instruction as classes without having to take care about the details allows 

writing default sequences that we can run directly (example : Markov Model which runs 

instruction based on its group : arithmetic, branch, …). 

It is the same principle as what is done for registers where default sequences are available to 

test reset value, access rights. 

  

3.      Collecting coverage for each instruction within its class definition 

As for UVM reg, it will be easier to write & collect functional coverage information on the 

instruction (using coverpoints defined within the instruction class definition, that will 

collect information on the context when it was executed, the arguments that were used, … ) 
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11. Appendix 

11.1 Appendix-1 CALCULATIONS (GRAPHS) 

Comparison between various approaches for a specific coverpoint and total coverage  

After every transaction an integer m_tr_ctr is incremented as shown below. 

covg_uvc_m6802_ml.sample(); 
m_tr_cnt++; 

 

After every 1 % of increase in coverage the number of instructions/transactions are 

displayed and stored in an array. In the example below the number or instructions for every 

1 % increase in coverage of the coverpoint cross_covp_pres_prev_ccr is displayed and 

stored in an array m_tr_cnt_arr, with the help of the function get_coverage. 

if (( covg_uvc_m6802_ml.cross_covp_pres_prev_ccr.get_coverage( ) - inni) > 1) 
 begin 
 cover_per[cover_per_cnt] = covg_uvc_m6802_ml.cross_covp_pres_prev_ccr.get_coverage( ) ; 
 m_tr_cnt_arr[cover_per_cnt] = m_tr_cnt; 
 inni = covg_uvc_m6802_ml.cross_covp_pres_prev_ccr.get_coverage( )  ; 
  
  $display("  number of ins %d : Instance coverage = %d", m_tr_cnt_arr[cover_per_cnt] ,cover_per[cover_per_cnt]);  
 cover_per_cnt++ ; 
 end 
 

The number of instructions for random and coverage driven random were found out in this 

method.  

Directed approach was not implemented like random and coverage driven. An estimation of 

the number of instructions required was calculated after discussing with my tutor other 

members of the EYYLDD who have worked on this approach.  

It was found out that, In directed approach, for every case the environment is set and then 

the instruction is executed. Example, for cross of CCR we will require a minimum of 4 

instructions: 

Load A, Load B , Execute 1st instruction then the 2nd.  

By this assumption we require 4 X 64 X 64 number of instructions for cross_ccr_pres_prev.  

Hence number of instructions for a specific coverpoint is 16384. Hence for a specific 

coverpoint directed tests perform much better than the others as shown below. 
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On the other hand, for overall coverage it’s a different scenario.  The main advantage of 

random approach is that it hits multiple coverpoints for the same instruction. For directed 

on the other hand even though it hits multiple bins when we write a different test for each 

coverpoint we have to write the tests for all the possible cases. It’s not possible to find out 

which ones were hit previously. For total coverage calculation, 5 coverpoints were taken into 

account as shown in the table below. 

 

Cover point Number of cases 
for overall 
coverage 

Percentage of the 
total nb of Cases 

Nb of instructions 
required for 1 

case 

Number of cases 
for 1%  

Number of 
instructions for 1 

% 

CCR Cross 4096 49 4 85 340 

Opcode 256 3 1 85 85 

Instruction cross 1960 22 1 89 89 

Addressing mode 36 1 1 88 88 

Addition 2176 26 3 83 250 

Total 8524     

 

First we the number of cases for each coverpoint is calculated. Then we add the number of 

cases to find out the percentage of coverage each of the coverpoint constitutes. Then 

estimation is made for the number of instructions required to cover a single case. For 

example CCR cross has 4096 cases, the total number of cases for all the coverpoints is 8524. 

Hence we find the percentage by dividing them . ie 4096/8524  = 49% .  Then we multiply 

the number of instructions for 1 case with number of cases for 1 % to get the number of 

instructions required to execute 1 %.  If we plot these results with random and coverage 

driven as shown below, its observed that directed doesn’t perform well compared to random 

approach. 
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Calculations for Timeline of the Project 

SVN was used in this project and based on the commits made after making changes 

approximate setup times were calculated for all the approaches as shown in .  

 

 

Approach Approx. setup time 

Directed 1.5 weeks 

Random 3 weeks 

Coverage driven 5.25 weeks 

Machine learning 8.25 weeks 

 

Directed approach has the simplest of the strictures, sequence item and driver was not 

required. Hence time taken for basic setup without sequence item and driver, was assumed 

for directed. For random approach time taken to implement sequence item and driver was 

added. For optimised approach most of the setup time was consumed for implementing 

machine learning approach. 

 

The next thing to consider is the time taken to implement a coverpoint. Or changes in the 

code/constraints that have to be made for each coverpoint. In directed approach for each 

coverpoint new tests have to be written and if the coverpoints are large it requires a lot of 

effort (man power).If the complexity of the Design to be verified is high then it requires a lot 

of effort to write directed tests. For random and coverage driven on the other end a few 
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modifications have to be done and new coverpoints have to be defined to help control 

randomization, which is easier than directed.  

 

 

For covering each coverpoint as discussed earlier effort and number of instructions were 

used. The scale and magnitude in the above graph is not certain, and will change from 

project to project based on the complexity and coverage plan. The important thing to 

consider is the trend.  That will be more or less the same in all cases.  If you look at the 

graph in the previous page we observe that random takes 80% of the number of instructions 

directed approach requires to get to 95% coverage of the total coverage and coverage driven 

approach takes approx. 60% of the instructions.  
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11.2 Appendix-2 Global dependency matrix 

 

CCR dependency group : NNCCCC 

Operation: Subtraction 

Number of operands used: 2 

 

 

Figure 46- Global dependency matrix for NNCCCC 

 

CCR dependency group : NNCC6C 

Operation: Shift and rotate 

Number of operands used: 1  

 

 

Figure 47 - Global dependency matrix for NNCC6C 

There are no patterns in the dependency matrix because rotate function is a non-weighted operation.  
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CCR dependency group : NNCCC3 

Operation: DAA 

Number of operands used: 

 

 

Figure 48 - Global dependency matrix for NNCCC3 

Errors found in overflow flag. 

  

CCR dependency group :  NNCCRR 

Operation: Test 

Number of operands used: 1 

 

 

Figure 49 - Global dependency matrix for NNCCRR 

 

 There is a pattern found on the MSB flags. The LSB is always 00. 
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CCR dependency group:  NNCCRN 

Operation: LOAD, STORE and LOGIC operations  

Number of operands used: 

 

 

Figure 50 - Global dependency matrix for NNCCRN 

 

There are many X’s in this dependency matrix because, even though the CCR dependencies of these 

instructions are same NNCCRN, the functionality is different. In the future it is good to consider both, CCR 

dependency and functionality while defining groups for machine learning. 

Load and store are non-weighted operations. There is no functionality acting on it, and will not give any 

pattern. Logical functions like and, or , exor will give patterns. 

 

CCR dependency group: NN7C8 N 

Operation: compare index reg. 

Number of operands used: 2 (16 bit) 
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Figure 51 - Global dependency matrix for NN7C8N 

  

CCR dependency group:  NNRSRR  

Operation: CLEAR 

Number of operands used: 1 

 

 

Figure 52 - Global dependency matrix for NNRSRR 

 

There is only one possibility 0100. 

  

CCR dependency group:  NNRC6C 

Operation:  SHIFT RIGHT 

Number of operands used: 1  
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Figure 53 - Global dependency matrix for NNRC6C 

Shift is a non-weighted operation and hence there are no distinct patterns in its global dependency matrix.  

  

CCR dependency group: NNCC12 

Operation: 2’s compliment 

Number of operands used:  1 

 

 

Figure 54 - Global dependency matrix for NNCC12 

 

 

  

CCR dependency group :  NNCC5N 

Operation: INCREMENT 

Number of operands used: 1 
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Figure 55 - Global dependency matrix for NNCC5N 

Bugs were found for this instruction group. The overflow flag was never affected. The special operation (5), 

ie to detect if the operand value was +127 was not performed.  

  

CCR dependency group :  NNCCRS 

Operation: COMPLIMENT 

Number of operands used: 1 

 

 

Figure 56 - Global dependency matrix for NNCCRS 

Very similar to the 2s compliments’ global dependency matrix.  The difference is 1 is not added in this case 

after taking a compliment. Hence we can observe in the global dependency matrix the first 8 values of 

negative flag are 1 but in the case of 2’s compliment the first 9 values are 1. Because there is an extra 1 

addition.  
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CCR dependency group :  NNCCRN 

Operation: DECREMENT 

Number of operands used: 1 

 

 

Figure 57 - Global dependency matrix for NNCC4N  
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11.3 Appendix-3 Coverage requirement 

cross_covp_pres_prev_ccr” is a cover point which is used to check all the possible 

transitions that can occur when an instruction is executed with respect to the CCR value. 

 

In the above example the CCR value changes from  101001 to  100101  execution  of   ADCA. 

This represents one case of the coverpoint.  In Figure 58 the CCR value change of one case in 

considered. The CCR value before and after exexution can change form 000000 to 111111 as 

shown in Figure 59. 

 

 
Figure 58 - One case: CCR value 00000 to 00000 

For the entire instruction set the coverage space is as shown in Figure 60.  All the cases 

cannot be covered. Few of these cases will be illegal cases example, after addition zero flag 
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and negative both cannot be high. Such conditions are denoted by red colour. This simple 

coverpoint has a million cases. If we try to cross this with another factor, operand size the 

coverage space will drastically increase. This shows that there are a lot of things which can 

be covered and the person verifying should be able to select the factors to be crossed in a 

coverpoint.  If the illegal cases are identified a lot simulation is reduced. 

   
Figure 59 - Adda instruction coverage 
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Figure 60 - Cross coverage of CCR with instruction 


